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About the WINGS project  
 
WINGS (Widening Interoperability for Networking Global Supply Chains) is funded over a two-year 
period by ANR (France’s National Research Agency) within the program VERSO 2009 (“Future 
Networks and Services”). 
 
The objective of WINGS is to design, develop and evaluate technical solutions for managing the ONS 
in a completely decentralized fashion (Federated model), interacting with Discovery Services. 
 
The outcome of the project will be a proof-of-concept platform demonstrating the interoperability with 
multiple ONS Peer Roots (OPR) to access decentralized data warehouses along the supply chain. 
 
Architectural approaches and choices recommended by WINGS will be issued in standards 
development process.  
 
The WINGS consortium is perfectly balanced, through the implication of 3 research institutes (INRIA, 
UPMC, GREYC) and 3 industrial partners (GS1 France, Orange Lab, AFNIC).  
 
For more information on the WINGS project:  
http://www.wings-project.fr 

 
 

http://www.wings-project.fr/
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Document reference 
 
This document is the deliverable 3.1 of the WINGS Project.   
It presents the results of the tests conducted by Orange, in collaboration with AFINC and GREYC within 
the framework of the Work Package 3 (Multi-root ONS: Setting up the Experimental Platform). 
 

Document scope  
 
This document will focus on the qualitative and quantitative tests done on WINGS experimental 
platform (based on DNS), in the vision of a future large scale RFID EPC network, with multiple ONS 
roots and several delegated authoritative servers. The platform used for the tests is distributed among 
AFNIC, GREYC and ORANGE Labs. 
 
In the first part of the document, we will focus on qualitative tests and in the second part on the 
quantitative tests. 

 
Copyright 
 
This work is made available under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 
license, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/. 
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1 Background 

When you type www.yahoo.com into your browser, a Domain Name System (DNS) resolver contacted 
by the browser returns that server's IP address. DNS has a cost. It typically takes 20-120 milliseconds 
for DNS to lookup the IP address for a given hostname (according to Yahoo Performance Guidelines). 
The browser can't download anything from this hostname until the DNS lookup is completed.  

Object Name Service (ONS) provides mapping between the Electronic Product Code (EPC) and the 
information system corresponding to a given object that could be located anywhere in the Internet. 
ONS, at present is designed to use the DNS protocol and infrastructure, the ONS resolution 
(assuming the service required is for a web page corresponding to the EPC) will need the following 
steps: 
 

 An ONS client application to convert the EPC to a FQDN (hex to URI and then URI to a 
FQDN). For example :   

- RFID/EPC : 0x3074B77F2861B34000000954             => 
- URI translation : urn:epc:id:sgtin:3006410.100045     => 
- FQDN :  5.4.0.0.0.1.0.1.4.6.0.0.3.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu 

 A DNS resolution is done using the FQDN to obtain the information corresponding to the EPC  

 The client application on obtaining this information follows all the steps followed by a normal 
web browser to resolve a web page. 
 

In the Federated ONS (F-ONS) case, the additional step required for DNS resolution is: 

 A possibility arises where a query hitting one ONS Peer Root (OPR) wants to have information 
about a product whose information is covered by another peer. For example, the query 
"5.4.0.0.0.1.0.1.4.6.0.0.3.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com" hitting the American OPR wants to have 
information about a product in France which is delegated under the European OPR. In this 
case,  steps followed are: 

o The American OPR returns the DNAME redirect record (e.g. "0.0.3.sgtin.id.ons-
peer.com. 1 IN      DNAME   0.0.3.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu.") 

o The query is rewritten as follows "5.4.0.0.0.1.0.1.4.6.0.0.3.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu." 
o A DNS resolution is done using the FQDN and obtains the service (i.e. the webpage 

URL) corresponding to the EPC  
o The client application using the URL information follows all the steps followed by a 

normal web browser to resolve a web page. 
 
In addition to this, there are multiple scenarios wherein an ONS root zone has to be updated with 
information pertaining to its peers. For example, let’s suppose a GS1 Member Organization (MO) 
migrates from the European OPR to be delegated under the American OPR. Both the American and 
European OPR are aware that they have modified their root. But the Asian OPR is unaware of these 
modifications. In such scenario, a level of Co-operation between the different OPRs is mandatory. To 
enable Co-operation between the different OPRs, they have to be updated with information pertaining 
to where these different MO's are delegated. 
 
 

2   Part 1: Qualitative tests report  
  

2.1 Objective 

 
The objective of this part is to validate the F-ONS platform (With three OPRs distributed over three 
different sites in the Internet) based on different functional tests (cf. Document f-ons-functional-tests-
report.pdf [wings.2]) 
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2.2 Redirections 

2.2.1 Remainders 
Redirections are based on the content of a Common Mapping Table (CMT). The definitive manager of 
that CMT in a production scenario is not yet defined. For now, the table (a flat file) can be downloaded 
from our web site and can be modified by any partner (http://www.wings-
project.fr/index.php/PmWiki/CMT). But it should be clear that the CMT is not used for resolution, but 
only to associate a GS1 prefix with its concerned OPR (cf. Reference Deliverable 2.1 [wings.3]). 
 
 
In our F-ONS proposal, we rely on the DNAME DNS records to manage redirections. The script 
named 'redirections_update' should be used to update the ONS redirections at the OPRlevel. The 
script downloads the CMT, updates the corresponding ONS root zone file, and finally reloads the 
name server. For all cases initially, the redirection rules (in a separate file to be included in the root 
zone) are empty. Let's call this file 'db-redirect.root-ons'. (cf. Reference Deliverable 2.1 [wings.3]) 
 

2.2.2 Update the Redirections 
The three OPRs (European, Asian and American) are well configured. Below is an example of the 
initial CMT:  

 
# American OPR  
099:GS1 US:ons-peer.com 

 
In this CMT, each peer will be aware that the 099 prefix is managed by the ons-peer.com (American 
OPR). Now, execution of the script update_redirections.sh for the European OPR: 

 
$ ./update_redirections.sh  
Update redirections for OPR : ons-peer.eu 
Downloading new Common Mapping Table (CMT) :  
http://www.wings-project.fr/index.php/PmWiki/CMT?action=so  
Generating DNAME redirections... 

 
 
After that update, the db-redirect.root-ons file looks like  below(for the European OPR) : 

 
; F-ONS redirections (from Common Mapping Table)  
9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. DNAME 9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. ; GS1 US (099) 

 
Each OPR must perform the same operation. Now, the redirections are updated for the European 
OPR. If we query the European OPR for an American prefix (e.g. EPC3 in Appendix A), we have the 
result after a redirection to the American root OPR (see DNAME and CNAME in the ANSWER 
section): 

 
$ dig naptr 4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. 
; <<>> DiG 9.6-ESV-R1 <<>> naptr 4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. 
;; global options: +cmd 
;; Got answer: 
;; ->>HEADER<<- opcode: QUERY, status: NOERROR, id: 10950 
;; flags: qr rd ra; QUERY: 1, ANSWER: 3, AUTHORITY: 2, ADDITIONAL: 2 
 
;; QUESTION SECTION: 
;4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu.  IN NAPTR 
 
;; ANSWER SECTION: 
9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. 60  IN  DNAME  9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. 
4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. 60 IN \ 
      CNAME 4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. 
4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. 1 IN \ 
      NAPTR 0 0 "u" "EPC+html" "!^.*$!http://www.coca-cola.com/index.jsp!" . 
 

http://www.wings-project.fr/index.php/PmWiki/CMT
http://www.wings-project.fr/index.php/PmWiki/CMT
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;; AUTHORITY SECTION: 
7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. 1 IN NS  local-ons.iota.greyc.fr. 
7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. 1 IN NS  leonard.certic.unicaen.fr. 
[...] 

 
We can also use the ONS client (with the corresponding EPC3 in Appendix A) : 

 
./onsclient-demo.py -c 30743C8A1656D28000000001 -p ons-peer.eu  
Configuration : service=epc+html, ONS Root=ons-peer.eu 
 
> EPC: 0x30743C8A1656D28000000001 
=> URI translation: urn:epc:id:sgtin:0991877.613194 
=> FQDN translation : 4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. 
=> FQDN modification (redirection occurred): 4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com.  
=> ONS response: NAPTR 0 0 "u" "EPC+html" "!^.*$!http://www.coca-cola.com/index.jsp!" .  

=> Service proposed for that product class: http://www.coca-cola.com/index.jsp 

 

2.3 Operations 

2.3.1 Adding a prefix 

Adding a prefix to the federation is the operation similar to the one (add a line to the CMT and proceed 
the updates) described in the previous section. Now for each managed prefix, we follow the same 
procedure. The final CMT for the functional tests looks like: 

 
# European  OPR  
300:GS1 France:ons-peer.eu  
535:GS1 Malta:ons-peer.eu 
 
# American  OPR  
099:GS1 US:ons-peer.com  
750:GS1 Mexico:ons-peer.com 
 
# Asian  OPR 
450:GS1 Japan:ons-peer.asia 
690:GS1 China:ons-peer.asia 

 
 
After redirections updates, the db-redirect.root-ons file looks like below(for the European OPR) : 

 
; F-ONS redirections (from Common Mapping Table)  
9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. DNAME 9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. ; GS1 US (099)  
0.5.7.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. DNAME 0.5.7.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. ; GS1 Mexico (750)  
0.5.4.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. DNAME 0.5.4.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. ; GS1 Japan (450)  
0.9.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. DNAME 0.9.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. ; GS1 China (690) 

 
Of course, for the European OPR we don't have redirections for prefixes managed by the European 
OPR (300 and 535). Respectively, after redirections updates, the db-redirect.root-ons file looks like 
this (for the American OPR): 
 
; F-ONS redirections (from Common Mapping Table) 
0.0.3.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. DNAME 0.0.3.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. ; GS1 France (300) 
5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. DNAME 5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. ; GS1 Malta (535) 
0.5.4.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. DNAME 0.5.4.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. ; GS1 Japan (450) 
0.9.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. DNAME 0.9.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. ; GS1 China (690) 

 
After redirection updates, the db-redirect.root-ons file looks like this (for the Asian OPR) : 
; F-ONS redirections (from Common Mapping Table)  
0.0.3.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. DNAME 0.0.3.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. ; GS1 France (300)  
5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. DNAME 5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. ; GS1 Malta (535)  
9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. DNAME 9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. ; GS1 US (099)  
0.5.7.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. DNAME 0.5.7.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. ; GS1 Mexico (750) 

http://www.coca-cola.com/index.jsp
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Example of query :  
We query the American OPR for a product manufactured in China (EPC5 in Appendix A). We get the 
result, with a redirection to the Asian OPR : 

 
./onsclient-demo.py -c 3075A59993B92A8000000001 -p ons-peer.com  
Configuration : service=epc+html, ONS Root=ons-peer.com  
 
> EPC: 0x3075A59993B92A8000000001 
=> URI translation: urn:epc:id:sgtin:6907492.976042 
=> FQDN translation : 2.4.0.6.7.9.2.9.4.7.0.9.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. 
=> FQDN modification (redirection occurred): 2.4.0.6.7.9.2.9.4.7.0.9.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia.  
=> ONS response: NAPTR 0 0 "u" "EPC+html" "!^.*$!http://www.tour-beijing.com/datong_tour/!" .  
=> Service proposed for that product class: http://www.tour-beijing.com/datong_tour/ 
 

We can query any OPR for any prefix (thus any product). [Refer the EPCs in the Appendix A] 

 
 

                        Queried OPR 

EPC ons-peer.eu ons-peer.com ons-peer.asia 

EPC1 (FR) OK OK with redirection OK with redirection 

EPC2 (MT) OK OK with redirection OK with redirection 

EPC3 (US) OK with redirection OK OK with redirection 

EPC4 (MX) OK with redirection OK OK with redirection 

EPC5 (CN) OK with redirection OK with redirection OK 

EPC6 (JP) OK with redirection OK with redirection OK 

 

2.3.2 Migration (moving a prefix to another OPR) 
A country can choose and switch to another OPR at any time (for political concerns or whatever). In 
this test, we are going to move the prefix 099 (GS1 US) from the American to the European OPR. This 
only concerns the GS1 prefix at the OPR level and it does not affect at   national or local ONS level.  

 
Pre-requisites: 
 
All name servers and corresponding zones have to be reconfigured and verified (dig, zonecheck, etc.). 
The 099 prefix is added to the European root zone: 

 
; Delegations to France  
0.0.3.sgtin.id IN NS wings-country-ons.rd.nic.fr.  
               IN NS ns3.nic.fr. 
 
9.9.0.sgtin.id IN NS country-ons.iota.greyc.fr.  
               IN NS leonard.certic.unicaen.fr. 
 
The last two lines have to be deleted from the American OPR (the prefix is no longer managed by the 
American OPR). After reloading each root zone, we can check the modifications:  
 
* The 099 prefix is not managed by the American OPR (test with EPC3 in Appendix A) :  

 
$ dig naptr 4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com 

 
returns a NXDOMAIN error.  
 
 
The 099 prefix is now managed by the European OPR (test with EPC3 in Appendix A) : 
 
$ dig naptr 4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu 
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; <<>> DiG 9.6-ESV-R3 <<>> naptr 4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu 
;; global options: +cmd 
;; Got answer: 
;; ->>HEADER<<- opcode: QUERY, status: NOERROR, id: 16571 
;; flags: qr rd ra; QUERY: 1, ANSWER: 1, AUTHORITY: 1, ADDITIONAL: 1 
 
;; QUESTION SECTION: 
;4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu.   IN NAPTR 
 
;; ANSWER SECTION: 
4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. 1 IN \ 
   NAPTR 0 0 "u" "EPC+html" "!^.*$!http://www.coca-cola.com/index.jsp!" . 
 
;; AUTHORITY SECTION: 
7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. 1 IN NS      local-ons.iota.greyc.fr. 
 

Now we are in a situation where the ONS federation is not synchronized. The other OPRs are not 
aware that a modification has occurred. We must proceed to a redirections update.  

 
Updates : 
 
The new CMT is as follows: 
 
# European   OPR  
300:GS1 France:ons-peer.eu  
535:GS1 Malta:ons-peer.eu 
 
# American   OPR 
099:GS1 US:ons-peer.eu 
750:GS1 Mexico:ons-peer.com 
 
# Asian  OPR 
450:GS1 Japan:ons-peer.asia 
690:GS1 China:ons-peer.asia 
 
Here the 099 prefix is associated with the European OPR “ons-peer.eu”. After redirections update, if 
we query the American OPR, we now have the redirection (DNAME in the answer section below) to 
the European OPR for the 099 prefix (EPC3) : 

 
$ dig NAPTR 4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com 
 
; <<>> DiG 9.6-ESV-R3 <<>> NAPTR 4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com 
;; global options: +cmd 
;; Got answer: 
;; ->>HEADER<<- opcode: QUERY, status: NOERROR, id: 59687 
;; flags: qr rd ra; QUERY: 1, ANSWER: 3, AUTHORITY: 1, ADDITIONAL: 1 
 
;; QUESTION SECTION: 
;4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. IN NAPTR 
 
;; ANSWER SECTION: 
9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. 1  IN  DNAME  9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. 
4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. 1 IN \ 
    CNAME 4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. 
4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. 1 IN \ 
    NAPTR 0 0 "u" "EPC+html" "!^.*$!http://www.coca-cola.com/index.jsp!" . 
 
;; AUTHORITY SECTION: 
7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. 1 IN NS      local-ons.iota.greyc.fr. 
[...] 

 
Or if we query with the client application: 
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./onsclient-demo.py -c 30743C8A1656D28000000001 -p ons-peer.com 
Configuration : service=epc+html, ONS Root=ons-peer.com 
 
> EPC: 0x30743C8A1656D28000000001 
=> URI translation: urn:epc:id:sgtin:0991877.613194 
=> FQDN translation : 4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. 
=> FQDN modification (redirection occurred): 4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu.  
=> ONS response: NAPTR 0 0 "u" "EPC+html" "!^.*$!http://www.coca-cola.com/index.jsp!" .  
=> Service proposed for that product class: http://www.coca-cola.com/index.jsp 

 
 

                        Queried OPR 

EPC ons-peer.eu ons-peer.com ons-peer.asia 

EPC1 (FR) OK OK with redirection OK with redirection 

EPC2 (MT) OK OK with redirection OK with redirection 

EPC3 (US) OK OK with redirection OK with redirection 

EPC4 (MX) OK with redirection OK OK with redirection 

EPC5 (CN) OK with redirection OK with redirection OK 

EPC6 (JP) OK with redirection OK with redirection OK 

 
 

2.3.3 Adding an OPR in the Federation 
The operation of adding a new OPR is similar to the previous ones. If we add an association prefix, 
with a new OPR domain, we automatically add another OPR to the federation. Discovering the others 
OPRs is done at the redirections update stage: there is no assumption regarding the number nor the 
name of the other OPRs. 

 
Pre-requisites : 
 
Let's take a new ONS domain for a new OPR: ons-peer-africa.gennic.net. Note that the OPR does not 
necessarily need to be a second level domain. A new product has been referenced in this OPR : 

 
$ ./onsclient-demo.py -c 30756F4650F7354000000000 -p ons-peer-africa.gennic.net  
Configuration : service=epc+html, ONS Root=ons-peer-africa.gennic.net 
 
> EPC: 0x30756F4650F7354000000000 
=> URI translation: urn:epc:id:sgtin:6017428.253141 
=> FQDN translation : 1.4.1.3.5.2.8.2.4.7.1.0.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer-africa.gennic.net. 
=> ONS response: NAPTR 0 0 "u" "EPC+html" "!^.*$!http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Africa!" .  
=> Service proposed for that product class: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Africa 

 
If we query another OPR, this product can not be reached. There is no redirection for this prefix. 

 
$ ./onsclient-demo.py -c 30756F4650F7354000000000 -p ons-peer.eu  
Configuration : service=epc+html, ONS Root=ons-peer.eu 
 
> EPC: 0x30756F4650F7354000000000 
=> URI translation: urn:epc:id:sgtin:6017428.253141 
=> FQDN translation : 1.4.1.3.5.2.8.2.4.7.1.0.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu.  
<class 'dns.exception.DNSException'> NXDOMAIN 

 
 

Queried OPR 

EPC ons-peer.eu ons-peer.com ons-peer.asia ons-peer-africa.gennic.net 

EPC1 (FR) OK OK with 
redirection 

OK with redirection KO 

EPC2 (MT) OK OK with 
redirection 

OK with redirection KO 

EPC3 (US) OK OK with OK with redirection KO 
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redirection 

EPC4 
(MX) 

OK with 
redirection 

OK OK with redirection KO 

EPC3 (US) OK OK with 
redirection 

OK with redirection KO 

EPC4 
(MX) 

OK with 
redirection 

OK OK with redirection KO 

EPC5 (CN) OK with 
redirection 

OK with 
redirection 

OK KO 

EPC6 (JP) OK with 
redirection 

OK with 
redirection 

OK KO 

EPC7 (SA) KO KO KO OK 
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Updates : 
 
A sample CMT could be : 

 
# European  OPR 
300:GS1 France:ons-peer.eu 
535:GS1 Malta:ons-peer.eu 
 
# American  OPR 
099:GS1 US:ons-peer.com 
750:GS1 Mexico:ons-peer.com 
 
# Asian  OPR 
450:GS1 Japan:ons-peer.asia 
690:GS1 China:ons-peer.asia 
 
# New African  OPR 
601:GS1 South Africa:ons-peer-africa.gennic.net 
 
After redirections update, if we query for example the European OPR, we now have the redirection to 
the African OPR for the 601 prefix : 

 
$ ./onsclient-demo.py -c 30756F4650F7354000000000 -p ons-peer.eu 
Configuration : service=epc+html, ONS Root=ons-peer.eu 
 
> EPC: 0x30756F4650F7354000000000 
=> URI translation: urn:epc:id:sgtin:6017428.253141 
=> FQDN translation : 1.4.1.3.5.2.8.2.4.7.1.0.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. 
=> FQDN modification (redirection occurred): 1.4.1.3.5.2.8.2.4.7.1.0.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer-africa.gennic. 
=> ONS response: NAPTR 0 0 "u" "EPC+html" "!^.*$!http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Africa!" .  

=> Service proposed for that product class: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Africa 
 
 
 
 

Queried OPR 

EPC ons-peer.eu ons-peer.com ons-peer.asia ons-peer-africa.gennic.net 

EPC1 (FR) OK OK with 
redirection 

OK with redirection OK with redirection 

EPC2 (MT) OK OK with 
redirection 

OK with redirection OK with redirection 

EPC3 (US) OK OK with 
redirection 

OK with redirection OK with redirection 

EPC4 
(MX) 

OK with 
redirection 

OK OK with redirection OK with redirection 

EPC5 (CN) OK with 
redirection 

OK with 
redirection 

OK OK with redirection 

EPC6 (JP) OK with 
redirection 

OK with 
redirection 

OK OK with redirection 

EPC7 (SA) OK with 
redirection 

OK with 
redirection 

OK with redirection OK 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Africa
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2.3.4 Remove an OPR from the Federation  
The removal is similar to the previous operations. As soon as the servers have been reconfigured 
(delete all zone concerning the target root), the CMT must be updated (no reference to the old OPR) 
and each OPR has to update its redirections. 

 

2.3.5 Remove a prefix 

The removal is also similar to the previous operations. The zones have to be configured and the prefix 
has to be deleted from the CMT. After redirections update, the ONS federation is synchronised. 
 
Let's take the Japanese product. We query the European OPR for the EPC6 in Annexe A: 

 
./onsclient-demo.py -c 307512D1BF78B0C000000001 -p ons-peer.eu 
Configuration : service=epc+html, ONS Root=ons-peer.eu 
 
> EPC: 0x307512D1BF78B0C000000001 
=> URI translation: urn:epc:id:sgtin:4502639.910019 
=> FQDN translation : 9.1.0.0.1.9.9.3.6.2.0.5.4.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. 
=> FQDN modification (redirection occurred): 9.1.0.0.1.9.9.3.6.2.0.5.4.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. 
=> ONS response: NAPTR 0 0 "u" "EPC+html" "!^.*$!http://cweb.canon.jp/camera/eosd/index.html!" . 

=> Service proposed for that product class: http://cweb.canon.jp/camera/eosd/index.html 
 
We get the answer with redirection. Now, we are going to remove that Japanese prefix (450) from the 
CMT. 

 
Updates : 
 
A sample CMT could be (without 450) : 

 
# European  OPR 
300:GS1 France:ons-peer.eu  
535:GS1 Malta:ons-peer.eu 
 
# American  OPR 
099:GS1 US:ons-peer.com  
750:GS1 Mexico:ons-peer.com 
 
# Asian  OPR  
690:GS1 China:ons-peer.asia 
 
# New African  OPR 
601:GS1 South Africa: ons-peer-africa.gennic.net 

 
We query the European OPR: 

 
./onsclient-demo.py -c 307512D1BF78B0C000000001 -p ons-peer.eu 
Configuration : service=epc+html, ONS Root=ons-peer.eu 
 
> EPC: 0x307512D1BF78B0C000000001 
=> URI translation: urn:epc:id:sgtin:4502639.910019 
=> FQDN translation : 9.1.0.0.1.9.9.3.6.2.0.5.4.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu.  
<class 'dns.exception.DNSException'> NXDOMAIN 
 

We get a normal NXDOMAIN message, so we effectively removed the Japanese prefix from the 
federation. Nevertheless, it only has been removed from the ONS federation. If we query the Asian 
OPR, we get the right answer (without redirection). 

 
./onsclient-demo.py -c 307512D1BF78B0C000000001 -p ons-peer.asia 
Configuration : service=epc+html, ONS Root=ons-peer.asia 
 
> EPC: 0x307512D1BF78B0C000000001 

http://cweb.canon.jp/camera/eosd/index.html
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=> URI translation: urn:epc:id:sgtin:4502639.910019 
=> FQDN translation : 9.1.0.0.1.9.9.3.6.2.0.5.4.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. 
=> ONS response: NAPTR 0 0 "u" "EPC+html" "!^.*$!http://cweb.canon.jp/camera/eosd/index.html!" . 
=> Service proposed for that product class: http://cweb.canon.jp/camera/eosd/index.html 

 
If a complete removal of that prefix is desired, the servers of the Asian OPR (at the national level) 
have to be reconfigured. 

 
./onsclient-demo.py -c 307512D1BF78B0C000000001 -p ons-peer.asia 
Configuration : service=epc+html, ONS Root=ons-peer.asia 
 
> EPC: 0x307512D1BF78B0C000000001 
=> URI translation: urn:epc:id:sgtin:4502639.910019 
=> FQDN translation : 9.1.0.0.1.9.9.3.6.2.0.5.4.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia.  
<class 'dns.exception.DNSException'> NXDOMAIN 
 

 

Queried OPR 

EPC ons-peer.eu ons-peer.com ons-peer.asia ons-peer-africa.gennic.net 

EPC1 (FR) OK OK with 
redirection 

OK with redirection OK with redirection 

EPC2 (MT) OK OK with 
redirection 

OK with redirection OK with redirection 

EPC3 (US) OK OK with 
redirection 

OK with redirection OK with redirection 

EPC4 
(MX) 

OK with 
redirection 

OK OK with redirection OK with redirection 

EPC5 (CN) OK with 
redirection 

OK with 
redirection 

OK OK with redirection 

EPC6 (JP) KO KO KO KO 

EPC7 (SA) OK with 
redirection 

OK with 
redirection 

OK with redirection OK 

 
 

2.4 Results 

 
The F-ONS platform is implemented in the Internet at three WINGS partner sites. It is ready to be 
tested at the quantitative level. An important aspect is that for all the previous points, political choices 
and administrative delays have to be taken into account (which OPR to choose, which country to 
accept, official release of the CMT, etc.).  
 
 

3 Part 2: Quantitative tests 
 
 
This section is intended to define the objectives of the F-ONS quantitative tests, the metrics that will 
be measured, existing tools that are available for measurements and how the measurements could be 
actually done and the obtained results from a DNS perspective. 
 
Before starting to run quantitative tests, we need to have a clear answer to the following:  

 What are the objectives of the quantitative tests? 

 The metrics to be calculated to reach the objectives? 

 How testing DNS protocol and infrastructure in an ONS scenario differ from classical DNS 
scenario? 

 What are the limitations of the test environment? 

 What are the existing measurement methodology and tools? 
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3.1 Objectives 

 
The objectives of the quantitative tests are: 

 to evaluate the impact of the specific features of the FONS model on ONS clients 

 to test two architectures (DNS and DHT) for F-ONS and perform a comparison with the results 
obtained. In this deliverable only DNS based architecture and tests will be explained. The DHT 
architecture and tests will be done in deliverable 3.2. 

 to identify different scenarios wherein the ONS behavior could impact the DNS infrastructure 

 to identify the mean throughput of the DNS caching server in the identified different scenarios 

 to calculate the DNS Resolution Delay in the identified scenarios  

 to use  the results to compare with the DHT results under similar conditions (deliverable 3.2) 
 
 
It is important to remind that the quantitative tests won’t pursue the following objectives.  
 
We will not test or compare: 

 Different DNS implementations. A lot of different DNS products exist (open source or 
commercially available) like 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_DNS_server_software. For our tests the DNS 
software implementation used will be BIND 

 The single root versus the multi root F-ONS model 

 The impact of  F-ONS on the DNS existing  infrastructure 

 Performance and  features of cache recursive DNS servers 

 Performance on different server hardware or languages 
 

We will not study : 

 Different topologies of the ONS tree  

 The response time distribution (distribution, not average) for a wide range of users 

 The role the ONS plays in the performance of web applications. 

 Performance tuning like different Time To Live (TTL)  

 Scalability or use load balancers to determine how load scales across multiple servers. 
. 
 

3.2 Particularity of ONS vs DNS  

 
 ONS tree is most of the time deeper than the classical DNS tree. For example, most of the 

domain names can be resolved in one hop from the Top Level Domain (TLD) (e.g. afnic.fr). 
regional 

 

 The distribution of domain names is different from the distribution of the EPC. In classical 
DNS, a small number of domains are very popular (e.g. google). Even with low TTL values, 
these domains could benefit from caching whereas domain names that are rarely used will not 
benefit from caching even with high TTL values. For the EPC resolution, it could be interesting 
to study the impact of TTL values on reducing the number of hops to obtain an authoritative 
answer.  

 ONS zones typically store large sets of RRs. An entry for one EPC could contain multiple 
NAPTR records. An answer returning all these RRs will almost certainly exceed the capacity 
of a normal DNS response. It will also be interesting to see how the size of the response 
packet impacts ONS resolution compared to classical DNS resolution.  

 Impact of redirection. In DNS, redirected domains for resolving a query are of lesser 
probability when compared to the same in ONS  

 Impact of RCODE type (such as SERV FAIL, NXDOMAIN).  

 Negative cache on ONS system (CMT synchronization, redirections).  

 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_DNS_server_software
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The table below tries to list different features that need to be studied. The intention here is to separate 
the features related to ONS and F-ONS from the classical DNS. A separate column "other issues" is 
added for the features that could be tested if time permits. 
 

DNS  ONS  F-ONS  OTHER ISSUES 

DNS 
request/response 
time 

Number of Hops Number of ONS roots Security and privacy 
Issues 

Throughput Larger Resource 
Record (RR) sets 

Redirection influence due to 
DNAME 

Http response time 

Cache hit Distribution of Domain 
names different from 
ONS 

CMT updates  

Cache miss ONS Client Processing 
time 

Impact of RCODE type (such 
as SERV FAIL, NXDOMAIN) 

 

  Impact of negative caching  

 

3.2.1 Limitation of the test environment  

 
It is very important to identify the similarities and difference between the test and the production 
environment. If we look into the literature for DNS performance test, measurements were done in the 
Internet or DNS behavior traces have been collected and then replicated in the lab and measured. The 
difficulty in testing the ONS is that we don't have any such traces. We are not capable of knowing what 
is the mean load for query generation . The WINGS F-ONS platform involves servers which belong to 
universities and companies having large bandwidth. The delegated nameservers for each ONS peer 
root are in the same LAN. These are some of the examples which point out the results obtained by us 
will not be the same as perceived by an ONS user.  
 

3.3 Methodologies and tools 

 
Considerable research had been done to measure the Internet. One of them can collect detailed 
information about the transmission of packets on the network including their timing structure and 
contents. It can be done by specialized network measurement hardware or software. Two important 
measurement techniques normally used are:  

 Active Measurements - In this measurement approach, packets are generated by a 
measurement device to probe the Internet and measure its characteristics. Active 
measurements are considered to be intrusive since one needs is to send packets into the 
network. But it is the best technique to know the Quality of Service (QoS) of a link because 
one can monitor the effect of the network upon a small flow of packets along its route.  

 Passive Measurements - In comparison to the active measurements, the passive 
measurements do not inject test packets into the network. Traces have to be collected and 
analyzed later.  

 

3.3.1 Queryperf-Dnsperf  

 
Queryperf is a tool that comes with the BIND DNS SW distribution. It is primarily intended for 
measuring the performance of authoritative DNS servers. The advantages with queryperf are :  

 In linux (did not find a windows version) very simple to install (just run the configure and make 
commands)  

 The input for the test is provided by us. It is also possible to generate a file containing queries 
with the help of the python script "gen-data-queryperf.py" which could be found under the 
directory "utils" in the BIND distribution. This script can be generated with different options : 
"Usage: gen-data-queryperf.py [-n number] [-p percent-random] [-t TLD] [-m MAXSIZE] [-f 
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zone-file]". For example "gen-data-queryperf.py -n 5" generates five sample queries. This 
script can be used to generate queries from a file with the option -f. Also it is possible to 
introduce random queries with the help of the -p option. For example -p .5 will generate half of 
the queries random and remaining half from the file.  

 It is advised to run the queryperf from a system separate from the server to test. The 
queryperf options are:  

 
queryperf [-d datafile] [-s server_addr] [-p port] [-q num_queries]                  [-b bufsize] [-t 
timeout] [-n] [-l limit] [-f family] [-1] [-i interval] [-r arraysize] [-u unit] [-H histfile] [-T qps] [-e] [-
D] [-c] [-v] [-h] 
 
-e enable EDNS 0 
-D set the DNSSEC OK bit (implies EDNS) 
-c print the number of packets with each rcode  
-v verbose: report the RCODE of each response on stdout                   
-h print this usage  

 
A basic queryperf command is:  
 
        queryperf -s server-to-test -d file-containing-the-queries  
 
Nominum has introduced an updated version of queryperf called "dnsperf" [tool.1]  

 

3.3.2 Resperf  
 
Queryperf was designed to test authoritative servers basically and not caching servers. The difference 
between caching and authoritative DNS servers is that caching servers may need to work on 
thousands of queries in parallel to achieve maximum throughput, whereas authoritative servers 
process queries in order and one-at-a-time. resperf measures the resolution performance of a caching 
DNS server. As in the queryperf it is advised to run resperf from a system separate from the server to 
test. The resperf options are:  
 

resperf [ -d datafile ] [ -s server_addr ] [ -p port ] [ -b bufsize ] [ -f family ] [ -e ] [ -D ] [ -y 
name:secret ] [ -A ] [ -h ] [ -i interval ] [ -m max_qps ] [ -P plot_data_file ] [ -r 
rampup_time ] [ -L max_loss ]  
 
-e enable EDNS 0  
-D set the DNSSEC OK bit (implies EDNS)                         
-A reports command line arguements  
-h print this usage  

 
A basic test using resperf is as follows  
 
       resperf -s server-to-test -d file-containing-the-queries  
 
resperf works by sending DNS queries at a controlled, steadily increasing rate. By default, resperf will 
send traffic for 60 seconds, linearly increasing the amount of traffic from zero to 100,000 queries per 
second. During the test, resperf listens for responses from the server and keeps track of response 
rates, failure rates, and latencies. It will also continue listening for responses for an additional 40 
seconds after it has stopped sending traffic, so that there is time for the server to respond to the last 
queries sent.  
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3.4 Tests Scenarios 

 

3.4.1 Scenario N°1 : Root F-ONS test without DNAME redirection 
This scenario will be played independently on each F-ONS site. That is to say on Orange, AFNIC and 
Greyc sites. Each partner will play this scenario locally in order to have an order of value of the best 
possible performances on each local network and resources. 
 
This scenario is consisting on valid requests performed without DNAME redirection. 
 
Requests will be sent from Resperf tool to a local caching DNS server: 

o on each F-ONS OPR (asia,com and eu) 
o on each National ONS 
o on each local ONS 

3.4.2  Scenario N°2 : Root F-ONS test with DNAME redirection 

Same scenario as N°1 but using DNAME redirection from one F-ONS to another F-ONS. 
To be performed, this scenario involves Afnic, Greyc and Orange sites. It will be interesting to mix 
different queries coming from Orange, Afnic and Greyc in one file and then, submit this file to request 
the different ONS (.asia, .com and .eu). The 3 partners must test with the same tool and with an 
identical configuration and parameters.  

3.4.3  Scenario N°3 :  Moving a GS1 company prefix delegated directly 
under the OPR, under a national level delegation. 

For these tests, the three sites are involved, a local ONS previously referenced directly under an OPR 
is moved under a national level ONS (which is created),  the CMT is modified for all the OPRs and the 
involved National ONS  is updated. 
Each site performs this test under its OPR level to measure the impact before and after this 
modification. 

3.4.4  Scenario N°4 : Moving a country from an OPR to another OPR 

For these tests a GS1 prefix is moved from an OPR peer to another. This involves CMT modification, 
the provisionning of records for this prefix and the update of all F-ONS peers. 
 

3.4.5 Test architecture and different test configurations 

 
At the three partners site (Orange, AFNIC and GREYC) we have the three OPRs configured and 
implemented. Below the OPR, there are zone delegations to either national-level organizations or 
directly to companies within that region. 
 
 
The delegation structure is as follows: 
 

 OPR->National ONS Zone-> company ONS Zone (also referred to as local ONS zone) 

 The  case where there is no National ONS Zone, OPR-> company  ONS Zone 
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For detailed information on the test architecture please refer to Appendix D 

 

3.4.6 Limitation of the test architecture 

 The number of zones is limited because of the limited number of ONS machines. We have 
actually 10 ONS machines. 

 The 10 ONS machines are divided in three LANs. So we have several different zones in the 
same LAN. Normally in production environment there is one DNS per LAN. 

3.4.7 DNS performance testing tools 

There are two types of DNS servers: caching and authoritative. They process queries differently: 
caching servers may need to work on thousands of queries in parallel to achieve maximum 
throughput, whereas authoritative servers process queries in order and one-at-a-time. Generally the 
tools designed to test authoritative DNS servers are not suitable for caching servers testing and vice 
versa. We choose the following two tools. 

We chose the “resperf” tool to test the caching server and did not use dnsperf tool to increase load on  
the authoritative server. 

3.4.8  Influence of the test architecture on performance tests. 

To run resperf we would ideally need thousands of different queries. However, we have a very small 
number of zones in our architecture which means that we can generate only few distinct queries.  

Querying + 
Caching  

Server 

internet 

ARCHITECTURE DE TEST 

SOPHIA  ANTIPOLIS 

local-ONS 

local-ONS CHINA-ONS 

Orange 
CAEN 

OPR .ASIA 

OPR .EU 
+ National ONS 
+ local ONS 
+caching  
server 

GREY
C 

AFNIC 

Querying  

server 

Certi
c 

OPR = ONS  PEER 
ROOT 

OPR .COM 
Caching 
server 
Querying 
server 
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We can run resperf sending repeatedly the same small batch of queries but in this case almost all 
responses will be taken from the cache and the test does not make sense any more. To resolve this 
issue we would need to deactivate the caching mechanism, which we tried to do with BIND but 
were unsuccessful.    

We tried to put TTL to 0 or max-cache-size to a 1 byte but BINDcontinued to put data in cache.   

Hence we changed the default BIND configurations to limit the impact of DNS cache 
 
We modified the max-cache-size to 2MB. 2MB is the minimum limit authorized in BIND 
 
“max-cachesize”, represents the maximum amount of memory to use for the server’s cache, in bytes. 
When the amount of data in the cache reaches this limit, the server will cause records to expire 
prematurely so that the limit is not exceeded. The default is unlimited, meaning that records are 
purged from the cache only when their TTLs expire.  Any positive values less than 2MB will be ignored 
reset to 2MB” 
 
 
We set the max-cache-ttl to 1 second. max-cache-ttl value cannot be set to zero. 
 
“max-cache-ttl”, sets the maximum time for which the server will cache ordinary (positive) answers. 
The default is one week (7 days). A value of zero may cause all queries to return SERVFAIL, because 
of lost caches of intermediate RRsets (such as NS and glue AAAA/A records) in the resolution 
process.  
 
 
Similarly we limited the max-ncache-ttl to 1 second 
 
“max-ncache-ttl” - To reduce network traffic and increase performance, the server stores negative 
answers. max-ncache-ttl is used to set a maximum retention time for these answers in the server in 
seconds. The default max-ncache-ttl is 10800 seconds (3 hours). max-ncache-ttl cannot exceed 7 
days and will be silently truncated to 7 days if set to a greater value.  

4 Calculating the throughput at the caching server 

 
The tests were conducted by each of the partners: Afnic, Greyc and Orange Labs. Each partner has 
tested the 4 scenarios on his own platform based on one DNS Cache Server and several DNS 

Authoritaive Servers (For more details on the platforms architecture Cf  chapter 13).   
 
The tests were made mainly : 
 

 with different input files  
o test a : 300.000 queries  
o test b : 600.000 queries  
o test c : 1.200.000 queries 
 

 with and without cache on the DNS Cache Server 
o without cache means a max-cache-size=2MB, max-cache-ttl=1s. and a max-

ncache-ttl=1s 
 

 using  the Resperf tool.  
To do the tests, each partner has its own data input source files which were generated automatically 
for a given OPR (respectively for .asia, .com, .eu). The generated files contain mixed queries about 
products which are distributed under the national and local levels for a given OPR.  
Resperf was launched with the input files during 60 seconds.  

4.1.1 Scenario N°1: Root F-ONS test without DNAME redirection 
 
This scenario allows to measure the performance of each OPR and its delegations independently . 
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Afnic results : 
 

 
 
 
The resperf tool (as per its properties) increases linearly the amount of traffic from zero to a maximum 
within the stipulated test run time i.e. 60 seconds and it waits for another 40 without sending any more 
queries but waiting for the response for the queries already sent.  
 
The “queries sent column” has only 166846 queries sent even though the “Test a” has 300000 queries 
as input.  The reason is for the “resperf” tool a successful test is completed when the query rate 
exceeds the server’s (DNS caching server) capacity the queries sent starts to be dropped causing 
resperf either to stop or decrease the rate of the query sent. Hence within the stipulated run time of 60 
seconds resperf sends only  166846 queries sent even though the “Test a” has 300000 queries as 
input. 
 
Queries completed – is the number of queries that has been resolved and “queries lost” is the number 
of outstanding queries. 
 
Maximum throughput – is the number of queries that the caching DNS server is capable of processing 
per second.  
 
If we could see the lost %, they seem not to correlate with the queries lost data. Actually the field 
describing the loss is “Lost at that point” by resperf. To be more clear loss percentage at max 
throughput suring each calculation intercal. By default the calculation interval is at 0.5%. Actually this 
particular result does not provided any inference. Hence for all the tests the lost% value could be 
ignored.  
 
The observation from this tests is that the caching server is capable of handling around 9000 queries 
per second irrespective of the the input for the resperf (such as 300000, 600000 and 1200000). All 
these tests are done with a minimum cache as specified earlier   and after each test the cache is 
flushed out. 
 
 
Greyc results : 
 
For this scenario, the GREYC has made tests on GREYC  data. A problem has appeared during the 
tests with the GREYC laboratory network. Unfortunately, the throughput was less than the others 
partners (less than 2000qps) because of the University backbone. In fact, the machines constituting 
the backbone seem to be less powerful than the machines of our partners. As we can see in our 
results and in the others partners results, the F-ONS architecture doesn't involve in the decrease of 
the throughput, it's the resperf software that is limited by our network firewall too. 
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Orange results : 
 
For this scenario, Orange has made tests on Orange Data. The throughput is around 6000qps on 
Orange Data while it's thrice more on Afnic Data.  The difference between the 2 architectures, the 
existing firewalls and the load factor on the Orange Servers might explain that difference. Testing 
without a cache has no impact on the results of Orange and Afnic Data.  
 
 

 
 

Global conclusion for Scenario 1 : 
 
Below, the different throughputs obtained by the partners: 
 

 Throughput QPS (number of 
queries per second completed on 
the cache server 

GREYC  1700 

AFNIC 10000 

ORANGE 6000 

 
 
 
 
 
As we can see, there is:  
 

 a throughput variation due mostly to the different architectures 
 low throughput for the Greyc because of filtering DNS queries in the core network by a 

firewall 
 better performance  for Afnic because all servers are on the same LAN,  
 for Orange cache server is in Sophia, authoritative servers are in Caen 

 
  no impact on the results with or without cache :  
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  Even though the results of the measurements with cache are not shown above we 
have tested for scenario 1 both with and without cache. The reason for the difference 
between between the two measurements (with/without cache) is negligible because 
due to the limitations of our test environment and BIND (the DNS software used for 
the DNS cache) not allowing to completely eliminate the cache. 

4.1.2 Scenario N°2: Root F-ONS test with DNAME redirection 

 
Afnic results : 
 

 
 
 
Scenario 2a, involves DNAME testing from AFNIC only for queries with DNAME redirection (Orange) 
and Scenario 2b, involves DNAME testing from AFNIC only for queries with DNAME redirection 
(GREYC). 
 
The conclusion from the two tests is that since resperf is used to measure the performance of the 
caching server, the caching server just forwards the incoming query to the respective authoritative 
servers at GREYC and ORANGE. Hence, it is more performant than the test during scenario 1, 
wherein the same physical machine is used to host the authoritative servers (at the OPR, National and 
local level). Hence the physical machine has to process the caching as well as authoritative queries.  
 
This can explain the cause where in this test, the maximum throughput (around 23000) of the caching 
server at AFNIC is much higher in this scenario than in scenario 1 (maximum throughput is around 
9000 queries). 
 
 
 
 
Greyc  results: 
 
For this scenario, we have made tests using the Orange data and the AFNIC data. In these tests, the 
ONS root asked in first is the American OPR, the GREYC ONS root. We can see that the DNAME 
redirections using has no consequence with the throughput. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Orange results: 
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Orange tested the scenario 2 on Afnic Data and Greyc Data by adding a redirection in the mapping 
table.  As we can see, the throughtput is approximately the same and is around 16000 qps. Testing 
without a cache doesn't have any impact on the results. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Global conclusion for Scenario 2 : 
 
 
 

 Throughput QPS 
(with cache) 

Throughput QPS (without cache) 

GREYC  → Orange : 2000 
→ AFNIC  : 2000 

→ Orange : 2500 
→ AFNIC  : 3000 

AFNIC → Orange : 24000 
→ GREYC: 15000 

→ Orange : Similar to with cache 
→ GREYC: Similar to with cache 

ORANGE → AFNIC  : 16000 
→ GREYC: 16000 

→ AFNIC  : Similar to with cache 
→ GREYC: Similar to with cache 

 
 
The main conclusion is that :  
 

 for Afnic, the throughput in scenario 2 (Afnic to Orange) is higher than throughput in Afnic 
scenario 1. One reason might be that the Afnic Authoritative Server is overloaded in scenario 
1 since both the authoritatve and caching server is the same physical machine 
 

 for Orange, throughput in scenario 2 (Orange toward Afnic or Greyc) is higher than throughput 
in Orange scenario1 due partly to recursive lookup more complicated in Orange architecture 
(2 VLAN).  

 

4.1.3 Scenario N°3 : Moving a local ONS from a F-ONS to a National ONS 

 
Afnic results : 
 

 
 
In this test we compare two scenarios for Maltese GS1 prefixes : 
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 Scenario 3a : Companies with Maltese prefix directly delegated under the European OPR  
where there is no national level delegation and  
 Scenario 3b : Introducing a National level delegation under the European OPR and the local 
level is delegated under the Maltese national level delegation 
 
The observation from the two scenarios (3a and 3b) indicates that introducing a national level 
delegation (in that case normally 3b is a hop more than 3a for DNS resolution) shows neglible 
difference. This may point out to the limitations of the test environment where all the queries 
(approximately around 1000 queries being sent per second) are going to the same caching server and 
even with the limitation of the cache , there is a cache presence. Hence most of the queries will be 
contacting directly the local server for the response. This may not be the case in real environment. 
 
 
 
Greyc results : 
 
For this scenario, GREYC has tested the Mexico (GS1 code = 750) delegated directly to the root 
(.com) and then moved and delegated to a country level. These tests were made with minimum cache. 
In our results, no conclusion could be done because of the unpredicability of the throughput. By the 
way, we can see in the other partners results, the throughput seems to be decrease with a national 
delegation. 
 

 
 
 
 
Orange results : 
 
For this scenario, Orange has tested the Japan (GS1 code = 451) delegated directly to the root (.asia)  
and then moved  and delegated to  a National level. These tests were made with minimum cache. The 
max throughput is a bit less  with national delegation due may be to the additional hop (this is true for 
test c and test c").  
 

 
 
 
Global conclusion for Scenario 3 : 
 
 

 Throughput QPS (Local 
delegation)with/without cache 

ThroughputQPS (Country delegation) 
with/without cache 

GREYC  1300/3000 1700/3300 

AFNIC 8600/8600 8600/8600 

ORANGE 13000/21000 14000/16000 
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We note that in that scenario only the moving local ons is queried. 
 
We notice : 

  for Afnic, a loss of troughput due to added hop ? 
  for Greyc and  Orange: adding a hop has no impact on the throughput range 
  for Orange, the visible impact is better troughput than scenario 1 because authoritative  

servers are in the same VLAN. 
 

4.1.4 Scenario N°4 : Moving a country from a F-ONS to another F-ONS 

 
Afnic results : 

 

 
 
 
In this test we compare two scenarios for Malta: 
Scenario 4a : Malta having national level delegation and local delegation under the Europan OPR 
Scenario 4b : Moving Malta from the European OPR to the Asian OPR  having national level 
delegation and local delegation under (ons-peer .asia) 
The observation is is that the Maximum throughput is nearly thrice on in scenarion 4b when compared to  
scenarion 4a. 
 
The caching server just forwards the incoming query to the respective authoritative servers at 
ORANGE in 4b, wherein the same physical machine is used to host the authoritative servers (at the 
OPR, National and local level) and also perform the caching function in 4a. Since resperf is used to 
measure the performance of the caching server, the caching server has much higher throughput in 4b, 
when compared to 4a. 
 
 
Greyc results : 
 
For this scenario, GREYC has tested the Mexican data, delegated by the American FONS root and 
delegated by the Asian FONS root. We can see a decrease of the throughput when the country has 
moved. 
 

 
 
Orange results : 
 
For this scenario, Orange has tested the Japan (GS1 code = 451) with a national delegation under the 
Asia FONS. Then, we  moved  this delegation to the European FONS. These tests were made with 
minimum cache. The max throughput is a bit higher with national delegation under Europe FONS.  
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Global conclusion for Scenario 4 : 
 
 

 Throughput QPS (Initial ONS Peer Root) Throughput QPS (Moving to another 
ONS Peer Root) 

GREYC  (.com) Under .com : 3000 On moving to Orange (.asia) : 1200 
via DNAME 

AFNIC (.eu) Under .eu : 8500 On moving to Orange (.asia) : 23000 
via DNAME 

ORANGE (.asia) Under .asia : 15000 On moving to AFNIC (.eu) : 17500 
via DNAME 

 
 
We can conclude that : 
 

 throughput Orange .asia is thrice bigger than the throughput in scenario 1  due may be to 
the input queries file (mixed queries vs uniform queries) 

 there results are homogeneous between scenario 2 and scenario 4 for the 3 partners 
 

5 Measuring the DRD from AFNIC’s test platform 
 
 
Objective  
 
The objective in this document is to compare the DNS Resolution Delay (DRD) (i.e. the time between 
a query sent and the ANSWER obtained for the query) of a query with a cache “hit” (response for the 
query is present in the cache ) and cache “miss” (caching nameserver has to send iterative queries to 
authoritative server(s) before it can answer to the resolver) .  
 

 
How the measurements are done? 
 
This measurements are done using the “drill tool”. We have used drill instead of dig (the popular tool 
from BIND for DNS measurements) due to the limitations of our test environment (since the DNS 
servers are not well distributed and hence the influence of the cache is quite small). Normally in dig 
the results are in milliseconds and it is not enough to demonstrate the influence of the cache in our 
test environment. In drill, we have done a minor modification to have the results in microseconds. This 
modification could have also been done in “dig” but modifying and recompiling the dig source code 
has been quite cumbersome.  
 
The experiments are run for four scenarios. In each scenario four distinct query DRD are measured.  
First the cache is flushed out. Then a distinct query is sent. The resulting DRD is is the one with empty 
cache. The same query is sent again. In this instant the resulting DRD is with cache. Then the cache 
is flushed out. This process is run hundred times for each query and the median (why median and not 
average is a debate. The logic here is that the median value is the appropriate representation of the 
results) DRD is obtained.  
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It is important to note that during this test, the cache server is stressed by the “resperf” tool and all the 
authoritative servers involved in the resolution process of the particular query is stressed by “dnsperf” 
tool.  
 
Now we will look into the four scenarios of the tests that has been run: 
 
Scenario 1 
 

FQDN Median with empty cache Median with 
cache 

8.1.5.2.1.1.7.2.8.6.7.7.3.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu 35548.00  495 

3.9.1.2.4.1.6.5.9.1.8.7.3.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu  51460.50  529.5 

4.5.3.4.8.1.8.9.3.2.9.7.3.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu 53557 549.5 

6.0.7.2.6.1.2.9.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu  54585 4682 

 
Scenario 2a (DNAME testing from AFNIC only for queries with DNAME redirection (Orange) ) 
 

FQDN Median with empty cache Median with 
cache 

1.4.8.4.4.1.9.0.0.3.3.9.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu  168941.00  736.00  

3.2.3.6.5.1.5.4.7.4.4.9.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu  248494.00  1000.00  

3.1.6.5.4.1.7.3.9.8.5.9.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu  223567.00  2280.50  

5.6.7.8.4.1.6.0.3.4.1.5.4.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu  258173  37719.00  

 
 
Scenario 2b (DNAME testing from AFNIC only for queries with DNAME redirection (GREYC) ) 
 

FQDN Median with empty cache Median with 
cache 

2.9.8.3.9.1.7.0.6.8.7.3.1.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu 46499.50  504.50  

9.0.0.1.5.1.6.9.0.2.8.3.1.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu  54949.5 524.5 

7.0.6.8.6.1.8.9.7.6.9.3.1.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu   68107.00   631.50  

2.4.9.8.8.1.1.2.4.4.0.5.7.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu  80950.00  7987.5 

 
 
Scenario 3a : Companies with Maltese prefix directly delegated under the European OPR where there 
is no national level delegation  
 
The topology for scenario 3a and 3b is similar to scenario 1.  
 
 

FQDN Median with empty cache Median with 
cache 

 8.0.9.5.4.1.8.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu 41983.5 486.00  

5.4.3.6.9.1.9.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu 37825.5 521 

0.4.1.9.5.1.0.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu  56473.5 560.5 

5.7.3.5.5.1.4.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu  68536 16041.5 

 
 
Scenario 3b : Introducing a National level delegation under the European OPR and the local level is 
delegated under the Maltese national level delegation  
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FQDN Median with empty cache Median with 
cache 

 8.0.9.5.4.1.8.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu 27690.50  469.00  

5.4.3.6.9.1.9.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu 38226.50  509.00  

0.4.1.9.5.1.0.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu  51809.5 566.00  

5.7.3.5.5.1.4.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu   79155  9281 

 
 
Scenario 4a : Malta having national  and local delegation under the European OPR  
 
Results and topology are similar to scenario 3b 
 

FQDN Median with empty cache Median with 
cache 

 8.0.9.5.4.1.8.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu 27690.50  469.00  

5.4.3.6.9.1.9.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu 38226.50  509.00  

0.4.1.9.5.1.0.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu  51809.5 566.00  

5.7.3.5.5.1.4.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu   79155  9281 

 
 
Scenario 4b : Moving Malta from the European OPR to the Asian OPR having national level 
delegation and local delegation under (ons-peer .asia)  
 
Topology is similar to scenario 2b 
 

FQDN Median with empty cache Median with 
cache 

 8.0.9.5.4.1.8.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu 206891 645.5 

5.4.3.6.9.1.9.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu 205941 930.5 

0.4.1.9.5.1.0.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu  242690.5 869.5 

5.7.3.5.5.1.4.7.5.2.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu  259861 9281 

 
 
Analysis of the results:  
 
It is pretty clear that there is considerable improvement in the DRD when the query is cached. But the 
results have certain discrepancies. For example, the DRD of the fourth query (median with cache)  is 
always much greater than the other DRD's for the same scenario. Another point is comparing a 
scenario where there is direct local level delegation (3a) and introducing a national level delegation 
(3b) does not demonstrate a large variation.  
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6  Annexes 
 
 
Appendix A : Products to reference in the ONS system (inputs) 

 
 RFID/EPC in the European region - ons-peer.eu (AFNIC) : 

 
- EPC1 (GS1 France) : 3074B77F2861B34000000001 

* => URI: urn:epc:id:sgtin:3006410.100045.1 
* => FQDN: 5.4.0.0.0.1.0.1.4.6.0.0.3.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. 
* corresponding Service : http://www.friskpowermint.ch/fr/product/peppermint.html 

 
- EPC2 (GS1 Malta) : 307546D56400A70000000001 

* => URI: urn:epc:id:sgtin:5354841.000668.1 
* => FQDN: 8.6.6.0.0.0.1.4.8.4.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. 
* corresponding Service : http://www.visitmalta.com/main?l=4 

 

 RFID/EPC in the American region - ons-peer.com (GREYC) : 
 

- EPC3 (GS1 US) : 30743C8A1656D28000000001 
* => URI: urn:epc:id:sgtin:0991877.613194.1 
* => FQDN: 4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. 
* corresponding Service : http://www.coca-cola.com/index.jsp 

 
- EPC4 (GS1 Mexico) : 3075CA295B8ABFC000000001 

* => URI: urn:epc:id:sgtin:7506518.928511.1 
* => FQDN: 1.1.5.8.2.9.8.1.5.6.0.5.7.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. 
* corresponding Service : http://www.corona.com 

 

 RFID/EPC in the Asian region - ons-peer.asia (ORANGE) : 
 

- EPC5 (GS1 China) : 3075A59993B92A8000000001 
* => URI: urn:epc:id:sgtin:6907492.976042.1 
* => FQDN: 2.4.0.6.7.9.2.9.4.7.0.9.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. 
* corresponding Service : http://www.tour-beijing.com/datong_tour/ 

 
- EPC6 (GS1 Japan) : 307512D1BF78B0C000000001 

* => URI: urn:epc:id:sgtin:4502639.910019.1 
* => FQDN: 9.1.0.0.1.9.9.3.6.2.0.5.4.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. 
* corresponding Service : http://cweb.canon.jp/camera/eosd/index.htm 

 
Note that for these products, six GS1 prefixes are concerned : 
- 300 for GS1 France (FR) - managed by the european region 
- 535 for GS1 Malta (MT) - managed by the european region 
- 099 for GS1 US (US) - managed by the american region 
- 750 for GS1 Mexico (MX) - managed by the american region 
- 690 for GS1 China (CN) - managed by the asian region 
- 450 for GS1 Japan (JP) - managed by the asian region 

 

http://cweb.canon.jp/camera/eosd/index.htm
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Appendix B: Obtaining dnsperf and resperf 
 
The "dnsperf" and "resperf" programs were written by Nominum and are distributed in 
source code form as well as installable packages for Red Hat Linux and Solaris. These 
packages can be downloaded from: 

 
http://nominum.com/services/measurement_tools.php 

 
 

 
Appendix C: Sample input file  
 
To run dnsperf use an input file with the following content: 

 
2.4.0.6.7.9.2.9.4.7.0.9.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. NAPTR 
9.1.0.0.1.9.9.3.6.2.0.5.4.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. NAPTR 
4.9.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. NAPTR 
1.1.5.8.2.9.8.1.5.6.0.5.7.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. NAPTR 
5.4.0.0.0.1.0.1.4.6.0.0.3.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. NAPTR 
8.6.6.0.0.0.1.4.8.4.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. NAPTR 
6.6.0.6.7.9.2.9.4.7.0.9.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. NAPTR 
6.6.0.0.1.9.9.3.6.2.0.5.4.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. NAPTR 
6.6.1.3.1.6.7.7.8.1.9.9.0.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. NAPTR 
6.6.5.8.2.9.8.1.5.6.0.5.7.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. NAPTR 
6.6.0.0.0.1.0.1.4.6.0.0.3.sgtin.id.ons-peer.com. NAPTR 
6.6.6.0.0.0.1.4.8.4.5.3.5.sgtin.id.ons-peer.asia. NAPTR 
6.6.0.6.7.9.2.9.4.7.0.9.6.sgtin.id.ons-peer.eu. NAPTR 
 
Use the –l option to specify the time limit for the run. This way dnsperf will run trough the file multiple 
times. 

 
 

To run resperf use an input file with a large number of queries. You should copy/paste the same 
queries to obtain an intut file with a thousand of queries. If your have not enough queries in your input 
file respef will exit with the error message “ran out of query data”

http://nominum.com/services/measurement_tools.php
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Appendix D : Detailed architecture of the tests platform at WINGS partners 
sites 

 

6.1.1 Afnic Platform 

 
Two scenarios for AFNIC tests 

1. Within AFNIC (both caching & authoritative) and 
2.  Caching within AFNIC & Authoritative resolution at GREYC (or) Orange)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.1.2 Greyc Platform 
 
 
The GREYC architecture of the FONS is illustrated by the figure below. This architecture is composed 
of 2 sites, the GREYC and the CERTIC. Each of this partner are connected to the university 
backbone, managed 
by the CRISI. 
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6.1.3 Orange Labs Platform  

 
The tests were launched on a PC based in Sophia-Antipolis. The Resperf tool and a DNS Server 
Cache were set up on this computer. The different DNS Authoritative Servers for the 3 levels (root, 
national, and local) were installed on servers located in Caen, accessible by Internet and protected by 
firewalls.  
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